[ But this message is
really important! ]

E

very business
professional has calls
that are too important to be placed on
hold or routed to voice mail. According to Office
Systems magazine, 75% of business calls are not
completed on the first try. Fast-paced work flow
demands fast-paced information flow.
Omninote is a totally different concept in business
communication that lets you send and receive concise
messages in seconds. Perfect for the busy professional,
the flash message feature makes sure that prompt attention and the correct response is given to important calls.

If you spend far too much time each day retrieving
voice mail and email messages, Omninote can help.
Omninote flash messages are initiated by the executive assistant or receptionist to announce a phone call.
The message appears immediately across the LED
display. The professional responds by the touch of a
key to “hold the call” or to “take a message.”

Omninote. Instant Message. Instant Answer.

®

Instant message. Instant answer.
■ Call waiting/
screening
while
professionals
are on the
phone
■ Discreetly
announce
calls or arrival
of visitors

The Omninote
advantage

How Omninote
works

Omninote’s flash message feature allows
executive assistants or receptionists to
quickly send messages without interrupting other phone calls or meetings.
Should the professional request “take a
message” for a particular call, the
message is taken and printed instantly
on the Omninote. No more message pads
required.

Assume you are on an important call and
your largest customer calls. Your assistant
sends you a flash message that appears on
your Omninote display —”Mr. Jones of
Mammoth Buying Group is holding.”

Omninote is simple to install and use. An
elaborate network is not required and
there is no software to learn.
A message can instantly be sent to a
group of users regarding a meeting
reschedule, a critical business issue, etc.
Users will receive and read immediately,
not waiting until emails are retrieved.
With Omninote, important clients are
given the attention they deserve, without sitting on hold. Internal office
communication is improved.

You instantly choose one of 18
preprogrammed reply choices by pressing a
key on your keyboard.
1. Hold the call
2. Send the call in immediately
3. Take a message
4. Will return call within 5 minutes

■ Essential
messages get
to intended
parties
immediately
■ Confidential
call
notification
■ Eliminate
telephone tag
■ Prints
message if
flash message
is ignored
■ No more
missed
messages

...and more
Your assistant receives your preprogrammed
response and advises
Mr. Jones. Telephone tag is avoided and
the most important calls are handled
correctly.

®

www.omninote.com

■ Stops time
wasted on
hold
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